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In this month's edition:
• Work has begun on Fort Ross Road
• Stories and photos from Saturday's meeting
• App alerts! Handy tools for fire season
• What in the world is a POD?
• And finally, welcome to a new staff member!

Welcome to this month's edition of our community newsletter! We have a lot of
great things to share this month, so settle in, put your feet up, and enjoy! Did
someone share this newsletter with you? Head over here to subscribe:
https://coastridgecommunityforest.org/subscribe/

A safer Fort Ross Road starts today!

Above: Some of our local contractors and their crew members on the job
site.
We are pleased to announce that work on our Community Fuel Reduction
Project has begun! Timber Cove Excavating and Charles Hope Construction
are working on Fort Ross Road just east of Niestrath, and Brown Tree Service
is near Danoha working west.
Work will be conducted Mondays-Thursdays for the next six weeks, starting at
6:30am and finishing up around 4:30pm each day. To ensure this project
moves quickly, we have two crews working simultaneously in separate areas,
so please give yourself an extra 15-30 minutes to get through Fort Ross Road
depending on your route and destination. Updates on approximate locations
will be posted to the Coastal Hills Community Project bulletin regularly (visit
the CHCP Info Page to subscribe). Our crews are local, so give them a wave,
drive safely, and thank you for your patience!

Community Meeting report: Stories and photos
from Saturday's meeting
Burning questions: Why would anyone burn on purpose? Isn’t it dangerous,
especially burning in summer? And aren’t there only something like two
people in the state who can actually lead burns?
Sasha Berleman, left, breaks it all
down for us at PPI this past
Saturday.

We got all of those questions and more answered on Saturday by our guest
speaker, Sasha Berleman of Fire Forward. The answer to that last question is
that Sasha- who has been leading multiple prescribed burns in our

community- just happens to be the number one person on that list of
certified burn bosses in California! We learned so much from her talk about
how and why to use prescribed fire in our community, but here are a few
takeaways from the Q+A period:
“Why burn in summer? Isn’t it really dangerous?” Not necessarily at all.
Some materials can only be burned then because they’re dry, and dry fuels
burn quickly, efficiently, and can be easier to manage than wet ones, which
can take a very long time to burn through completely and safely.
“Did indigenous people use fire on large parts of the landscape?”
Indigenous land stewards didn’t have to deal with houses or whole
communities built on slopes as we now have, so burning entire ridgelines and
mountain slopes during the summer was actually quite common. They timed
burning carefully by following the arrival and departure of different bird
species, or by watching for blooming and seed drop of different plant speciesall of which occur throughout the year in any given area.
“Are some places just automatically ruled out from burning?” Yes, if there
is no diligent way to proceed: if there is no good place to patrol the fire, if
fuel load is too high, or if the existing infrastructure is too challenging. In
those cases using other fuel reduction treatments first might make later
burning feasible, or might have to be used in place of burning altogether.
If you would like to learn more, and find out why we might burn in forests,
how the impact to native species is managed during burns, how ecological
considerations are taken into account, and what is done to prevent
prescribed fire from escaping, keep an eye on our website, where we'll be
uploading a recording of the meeting soon.

On Saturday, we were also lucky to have with us
our long-time collaborator Marshall Turbeville,
CalFire Battalion Chief, nationally recognized
for his service in protecting Sonoma County from
the impacts of wildfire. Marshall has been
working with CRFC and groups throughout our
community for years, helping us all understand
the many tools we have available to create
wildfire resilience and adapt our landscape to
changing conditions.
When Marshall is responding to an emergency wildfire situation, he may have
very limited options for how he can approach the landscape: in some
situations, those options may be limited to saving lives over property or land.
So, he points out, the more we plan in advance, the more options we have
ahead of time.
“You need to be an advocate for your property, you need to communicate
with your community about what you want," Marshall said. "We all have to
work together to get stuff done. We’ll never get 100% agreement on
everything, and there will always be a risk in doing anything, but there is a
bigger risk if we do nothing. You want to do everything you can do to figure
this out.”

The heart of our meeting was a presentation by
CRFC’s forester, local resident Matt Greene, on
his approach to our fuel reduction projects.
Matt is stewarding not just the Fort Ross Road
project, but also our upcoming CalFire Wildfire
prevention grant project (details coming soon,
but an overview in available on our website), in
which he is working to protect the biology of the
whole forest landscape.

Matt explained that as a forester and an ecologist, he has a wide array of

tools available, and he will use whatever is best at any given time and place
to support the health of the forest, the wildlife that exist there, and our
goals for a safe evacuation route.
He also talked about the long-term planning process for community projects,
including the funding we’ve received to apply for a Vegetation Treatment
Plan (CalVTP) that will protect all of the environmental, cultural, and wildlife
resources in our community, while allowing us to use different practices from
different funders without having to get a new series of permits every time.
The CalVTP is good for about ten years and we will be able to use it in many
future projects down the road.
Matt reminded us that our individual goals as landowners will always need to
be balanced by the needs of the entire community, especially when it comes
to prioritizing grant-funded work areas. There will always be a place for
landowner input as well as community education, to help everyone determine
shared goals and priorities.
We also learned that by excluding fire from our landscapes for so long, our
natural ecosystems have become greatly skewed, and many places which
evolved to be healthy grasslands have developed into unhealthy forested
landscapes. Our goals will include bringing back more species diversity to
support long-term development of old-growth and healthy forests. “Use this
time to determine how you want to steward this land and improve the
health of everything out here,” Matt encouraged us. “During a fire
emergency we can’t consider these things.”

App Alerts! Two great apps- one new, and one newly updated,
are available to add to your personal set of resources for
safety this fire season.

Watch Duty, which "provides real-time push notifications about wildfires in
California," was developed by a group of dedicated people, including
members of our community, whose mission is to bring clear, reliable
information about fire incidents directly to your phone. I've personally had
the Watch Duty app since they launched, and I can't imagine a fire season
without it. I was thrilled to learn today that they have updated the app to
allow users the option to support them directly with a small, monthly
donation. I can't think of a better way to spend 99 cents every month, and
nope, no one is paying me to say this- it's just that good! Check out
https://www.watchduty.org/ to download and learn more.

Marshall let us know that PG&E has launched a pilot app called Report It,
hoping to make it easier to report non-emergency safety concerns related to
PG&E electrical equipment. If you'd like to see some examples of issues to
report, check out: Report a Safety Concern

Community members looking over maps at our last Sonoma Coast
Collaborative meeting. Next one is scheduled for July 23rd- please join us!

What in the world are PODs? We're glad you asked!
According to Ella Griffith, a research scientist who presented at our last
Sonoma Coast Collaborative meeting, PODs (which stands for Potential
Operational Delineations) are a spatial tool for fire planning and wildfire
prevention. PODs, writes Ella, are a network of connected features across a
landscape that are relevant for fire control operations. This includes roads,
ridgetops, riparian areas, and other fuel breaks. PODs provide land managers
a formal process for developing landscape-scale wildfire response options
before fires start, because they outline where the best opportunities are to
contain fire and create management units.
At the Collaborative meeting in April, Ella introduced PODs as a planning tool
for the community to use in fuel reduction projects. As she writes, “Chief
Marshall Turbeville brought maps that outlined major geographic features and

roads of interest in and around West Sonoma County. Meeting attendees
created PODs by tracing where current fuel reduction projects happened or
were being planned and following the lines out to connect with major roads.”
She also pointed out that community members could use PODs in an ongoing
way, by deciding to strengthen boundaries with targeted fuel reduction
projects. “Furthermore,” she says, “community members might have
suggestions for altering the POD boundaries based on local knowledge of the
road conditions and geographic features."
Interested in learning more? Check out this great link Ella shared with us:
PODs Story Map from the USDA Forest Service
All are welcome to our next Sonoma Coast Collaborative meeting: let's do this
together! Saturday, Judy 23rd, 10am at PPI, (23125 Fort Ross Road
The meeting will also available on Zoom:
Topic: Coast Ridge Forest Council - July 23rd
Time: Jul 23, 2022 10:00 Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us06web.zoom.us
/j/88982361654?pwd=Q241YWo2cytnMUQ4bEJkdXdFOG43QT09

And finally: welcome to our new staff member, Melissa Bushner!

Melissa Bushner has joined us to take on Outreach Coordination and we are
very glad to have her! She has already gotten started by connecting with
landowners involved in our Fort Ross Road Fuel Reduction Project, and she'll
soon start reaching out to landowners for our next project later this year.
Are you a landowner on Blue Jay, Hazels, Bohan Dillon, Brain Ridge, Camper
Creek, or Seaview Ranch Road? You may be included in our upcoming CalFire
grant project. Please help us get in touch by filling out our landowner contact
form here: Wildfire Prevention Project and Mel will be in touch later this

year!

Thank you for reading, and let us know what you think! Questions, ideas,
ways to volunteer- we'd love to hear from you. Please reach out to
info@coastridgecommunityforest.org with your feedback.
Sincerely,
Demetra Markis, newsletter editor, CRFC project support

PS: Why yes, we are still running our matching fundraiser and
Daniel Schoenfeld of Wild Hog Vineyard is still matching
donations over $200 with a case of wine!
Visit our donate page today!
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